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Executive Summary
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Since the implementation of the Kashi brand in 1984, Kashi has been able to nourish people 
and the planet with progressive nutrition. Kashi prides itself on the fact that all their products 
are made with all natural ingredients. 
Kashi’s main and only distributor is Kelloggs which was a partnership implemented in 2000. 
This partnership allowed for Kashi to reach a bigger audience, all the while maintaining their 
mission to nourish people and the planet. 

Split ScSplit Screen Agency wants to hone in and raise awareness on the Kashi brand and imple-
ment a combined national and spot campaign to gain national recognition of the Kashi 
name. 

We hope to propose our campaign to a target market of females aged 18-34 years old. This 
group of women are young and either in college, just out of college or starting their 
careers. These women are active and on the go and lead healthy, sustainable lifestyles. 

Split Screen hopes to raise awareness of the Kashi brand utilizing a number of different 
media platforms. We plan on reaching our target market through multiple channels such as 
television, radio, internet and magazines and also implementing various sales and event pro-
motions. This year long campaign will generate a reach of 70, a frequency 4.9 for a total of 
343 GRP’s. 



Situation
Analysis
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Brand Analysis

Analysis of Marketing Objectives

Current Brand Situation
Kashi pizza, which is part of the Kellogg's company, is an all natural pizza. The demand for this 
category is much more than any other in the food industry. Today, natural and organic food sales 
account for 10% of total food sales in the US. Kashi pizza is distributed nationally to grocery stores 
as well as natural food stores. Last year, Kashi frozen pizza had an estimated sale of $36 million. 

Our goal is to grow frozen pizza sales by 15% to $40 million dollars by the end of next year. Sales 
for Kashi pizza are much lower than other competitors, and this is a steep goal to reach. It is 
important to create more brand awareness about Kashi pizza, especially by focusing on how it is 
made using healthy and natural ingredients, and not trying to advertise in every form of media, but 
instead focusing on just a few. 
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Brand Analysis: The 4 C’s

1 Consumer Wants and Needs
The Kashi Product

How Kashi Meets Consumers Wants and Needs
In this day and age, consumers are constantly looking for healthier alternatives to their favorite foods. 
Kashi provides the ingredients suitable for people looking to watch their weight and eat healthier. Kashi 
prides itself on the idea that their food is real food, making people happy without just filling them with 
calories but providing them with nutritious, yummy foods that keep them healthy and satisfied. 
According to AdAge there has been "an obvious gap in the frozen section for brands that offer what he 
calls "positive nutrition," which focuses on putting good ingredients in rather than taking bad stuff out.”

Owned by Kellogg’s, the Kashi brand is unique in the sense that they have a variety of organic 
products that range from cereals, granola, entrees, cookies and now frozen pizza. Kashi prides itself 
on the fact that their products are made with all natural, wholesome ingredients. Most of their 
products are made with whole grains, chickpeas, flax seeds, buckwheat and brown rice, creating a 
fibrous blend of ingredients for the health conscious consumer. According to the Kashi website the 
name is “a blended term inspired by “Kashruth,” meaning kosher or pure food, and “Kushi," from the 
founder of American macrobiotics. Our name stands for wholesome foods made with real nutrition.
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Brand Analysis: The 4 C’s

2 Cost
The cost of Kashi is relatively high compared to its competitors. When shopping at 
Wegmans, the price for a box of Kashi pizza is around $5.99-$7.99. One of Kashi’s main 
competitors is DiGiorno who is relatively similar in their pricing. Tombstone and Red Baron 
have lower priced frozen pizza with their prices starting at $4.19. This puts Kashi at a slight 
disadvantage, even considering that 56% of our survey respondents choose to eat 
DiGiorno pizza over any other frozen pizza. 
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Brand Analysis: The 4 C’s

3 Communication (Cont.)

YouTube Page Pinterest Page

Besides promoting new products on their social media platforms, Kashi does not do much 
print advertising but instead chooses online advertising. However, they do almost no 
advertising for their frozen pizza products. They have a variety of different but very simple 
and aesthetically pleasing advertisements that all highlight the healthy ingredients in their 
products and their mission to provide an organic and natural product for their consumers. 
These adverts are featured on websites such as cyclecandaweb.com and target.com and 
usweekly.com. 
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Brand Analysis: The 4 C’s

3 Communication
The Kashi website gives the consumer multiple features 
to effectively communicate to the consumer. There are 
many recipes available for consumers to use and look at, 
pictures of specific products and summaries of the 
ingredients and nutrition facts so consumers know what 
exactly they are looking for. The website also includes 
links to various social media platforms at the bottom of 
their site to ptheir site to prompt people to visit these accounts. Kash is 
currently active on Facebook, Twitter, Pinterest and 
YouTube.
 
Kashi currently has 752,595 followers on Facebook and 
9,523 on Twitter. The account posts daily and efficiently, 
posting recipes, articles and information regarding the 
Kashi brand. Kashi currently spends a total of $197 on 
Internet advertising alone for their frozen pizza product 
and a total of $31462 on advertising in general utilizing net 
TV, spot TV, cable, B to B, newspaper, internet and 
consumer magazinesconsumer magazines. They are consistent across all social 
media pages, using the same photos and information 
across all platforms.

Facebook Page

Twitter Page
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Brand Analysis: The 4 C’s

4 Convenience



Brand Analysis: Trends

Economic and Social Trends

Companies who possess a corporate social responsibility summary on their website allow their 
consumers access to information not readily available elsewhere. This brand to customer con-
nection allows for a more distinct brand loyalty between the brand and its customers. Recently, 
more and more consumers are concerned with healthy living and sustainable practices especial-
ly those having to do with their favorite brands. If companies are practicing safe, reliable and 
moral practices within their company and also externally it strengthens the bond they have with 
their customers

11
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Brand Analysis: Trends

Economic and Social Trends
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Brand Analysis

Geography
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Target Analysis

Segmentation
The frozen foods industry is huge and has millions of 
customers. In order to help break through all the clutter 
of advertisements and consumers in the whole 
industry, we decided it would be best to target 
consumers who already buy frozen pizza. By doing 
this, it allows for easier and more specific targeting 
since these consumers are already interested in our 
prproduct category, Kashi Frozen Pizza. This means most 
of our target audience is familiar with competing 
brands as well. Our positioning and goal is to 
understand who already buys frozen pizza, then find 
out who knows about the Kashi frozen pizza brand to 
see how likely they are to try what we have to offer 
and why Kashi is different. We plan to use this strategy 
to incto increase Kashi frozen pizza sales by an aggressive 
15% to $40 million.
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Target Analysis

30 days    6 months    1 year

When did you last buy frozen pizza? 

Primary Research

In order to get a more clear understanding of Kashi’s current positioning, we conducted an online 
survey. In order to receive a large number of responses, we distributed the survey throughout 
several social media channels, including Facebook and Twitter. This method ensured that we would 
have the highest participation rate among our target audience(s). 

This suThis survey proved to reach our target audience very effectively with a 76.19% response rate from 
women. From these results, several key insights were collected. To start, 25% of respondents said 
they eat frozen pizza, but 62.50% said they only eat frozen pizza sometimes. We also wanted to 
discover how often people are buying frozen pizza right now. Out of three categories, including 30 
days, 6 months, or past year, 38% of respondents bought frozen pizza within the last 6 months. All 
three categories were very close, though, with the other 2 hovering around 30% each.

38%
32% 30%
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Target Analysis

                   Yes              No     Sometimes
Do you eat frozen pizza?

Primary Research

Another critical question we asked consumers was what specific brands they purchase. Without 
surprise, our biggest competitor held the highest purchase rate. Over 56% of our respondents buy 
DiGiorno, followed by “other” miscellaneous brands; including Newman’s Own, Celeste, and 
Wegmans. Kashi came in third with about 13% saying they buy Kashi pizza; placing it above our 
competitors Red Baron and Tombstone at 3% and 6% respectively. 

NextNext, we wanted to break down what people look for in frozen pizza, focusing on the health 
aspect that Kashi is famous for. Overall, our respondents are split fairly evenly on this subject. 36% 
say, no they are not health conscious about their pizza consumption, while 33% say yes they are. 
30% said they are only conscious sometimes. Kashi’s brand name is strong, though. 64% said they 
have tried Kashi products before and an amazing 83% said they would try Kashi frozen pizza.

25%
12%

63%
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Target Analysis

Secondary Research
We also knew it was important to conduct secondary 
research to gain a better understanding of our target 
market. This was achieved through various scholarly 
articles from library databases, as well as market data 
program Simmons OneView. This secondary research 
helped define more precisely who our target 
audiences should be. A primary target audience of 
working working women aged 18-34 with relatively decent 
income, and a secondary target of middle-aged 
mothers 45-54 with a high income of $75,000+.
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Target Analysis

Consumer Insight
Kashi has two groups of women in this demographic. Kashi’s primary target market for this campaign consists of 
working women between the  ages of 18-34, who are just beginning their careers, but still have a decent income. 
Kashi’s secondary audience is women 45-54, with an annual household income between $75-100k, who have 
around two children. Based on the information we gathered from MediaMark Research Incorporation (MRI), 
women are 11% more likely than men to purchase frozen pizza. On the other hand, men are still conscious in 
regards to their bodies. MRI data states that men are 37% more likely to engage in a fitness lifestyle, when 
compacompared to women. Although the data shows more men than women engaging in a healthy lifestyle, this does 
not mean women do not care about maintaining a healthy lifestyle. According to the data, the women who are 
buying frozen pizza are 19% more likely to buy ski coats. This means that these women are interested in skiing 
and being active, than the average customer. 

The primary and secondary target audience was selected after examining the MRI data. There are several 
different insights that allowed us to come to this conclusion. For instance, women who are heavy frozen pizza 
eaters commonly purchase ski (index number:126) and team sports clothing (168). Another index number that 
really stuck out (204) includes heavy pizza eaters who purchase baseball and or softball shoes. This being said a 
fair assumption made after reviewing this data is these consumers enjoy being outdoors and playing sports. 
They are invested in watching sports as well.
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Target Analysis

Consumer Insight (Cont.)
According to additional research done through MRI data, we found that these women who are buying frozen 
pizza commonly read babies ( index number 117), parenthood (117), and women magazines (107). This being 
said, it can be inferred that these individuals are women who truly care for and are indebted in their families, 
especially children. These women want whats best for their families, and will go the extra mile in order for this to 
happen. This is also supported through MRI data which states these frozen pizza buyers frequently read the 
“American Baby” magazine, which touches on the fact that these buyers wish allow the great opportunity for 
their familiestheir families, especially children, through healthy and natural means. These individuals are not heavy internet 
users, in which they enjoy other activities including being outdoors and being active (users of internet 1x/day 
index number: 108).    

  We believe that Kashi Frozen Pizza’s target audience pays close attention to the health benefits in the foods 
they are consuming. This target audience is an active group of individuals who enjoy spending their leisure time 
outdoors or exercising. This type of activity works well in regards to kashi’s pizza line because they are strong 
advocates for healthy eating and lifestyles, which these kinds of activities promote as well. Kashi states “ because 
we believe eating better together is better for all.” This idea is shared on Kashi’s website and products as an 
attempt to really promote their eating healthy motto.
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Target Analysis

Target Audience Profiles

Marlene is a 30-year-old single mother originally from a small town in 
Westchester County, but now resides in Ithaca, New York. She enjoys 
attending her eleven and seventeen year old son’s soccer games in the 
summer and fall seasons. She is very supportive of both her sons in 
their soccer career, such as giving them with the means they need to 
perform their best. This includes providing them with healthy and 
nutritious dinners before their games, to keep them healthy and 
hydratedhydrated. While Marlene is not playing soccer mom, she works the 
local hospital as a physician assistant, where she helps the physician 
take care of the patients. When she is not at  work, she enjoys a dip in 
the pool on a nice summer day, as well as skiing on the mountains in 
the midst of winter. Marlene enjoys almost any activity that involves 
being outdoors, as she goes on walks and hikes as often as she 
possibly can. Whether Marlene is preparing a healthy dinner for her 
kids bekids before their game, or looking for a light and nutritious meal 
before she goes hiking, Kashi frozen pizza is her ideal meal. 

Marlene, 30



Target Analysis

Target Audience Profiles
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Meet Lindsay, 20 year old student studying Environmental Studies at 
the University of Colorado at Boulder. Lindsay is very involved in her 
school, as she is a member of the student activities board, where she 
advocates for the students to take advantage of all the outdoor 
activities Boulders offers. She is the captain of the ski team  and has 
been on the team her whole time at Boulder.Lindsay recently spent a 
semester backpacking all around Europe, where she learned the ins 
and outs of suand outs of survival in the woods. Originally from Chicago, Illinois, 
Lindsay loves spending time outdoors as Boulder is very different than 
Chicago, with much more outdoor opportunities.  More often than not, 
Lindsay is constantly searching for healthy, nutritious, but filling foods 
to satisfy her hunger while engaging in her outdoor activities. Once 
she discovered Kashi frozen pizza, it turned into a weekly purchase on 
her grocery list. Kashi frozen pizza is a perfect meal for the lifestyle 
LindsLindsay leads, in that is is healthy and easy to make.Lindsay, 20
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Competitive Analysis

We chose our main competitors based on their past sales data and their share of the current 
market. These three main competitors led the frozen pizza market and spent the advertising 
revenue to keep them on top. We believe that these brands are Kashi’s main competitors in 
the frozen pizza market and we will have to convert their customers to Kashi users in order 

to compete in the competitive market.
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Competitive Analysis: DiGiorno

DiGiorno
DiGiorno is a large, nationally distributed  frozen pizza company owned by Kraft Foods. 
With a wide range of products, they cater to a large audience whether they’re looking for 
an Italian style Meat Trio or a healthier preservative-free crust. Made with the idea of giving 
people fresh-baked pizza without the hassle of delivery, DiGiorno has continued to innovate 
the frozen pizza market with new varieties and styles since its inception in 1995. They ad-
vertise year-round while pushing certain varieties at key times throughout the year.

In 2008, DiGiorno spent a total of $35,510,000 
across all advertising platforms for all of their frozen 
pizza varieties. Their media spending was 
concentrated mainly on NET TV, SPOT TV, SLN TV, 
and Cable TV with a smaller share of their budget 
spent on syndicated TV, consumer magazines, and 
minimal spending on internet and outdoor 
adadvertising.
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Competitive Analysis: DiGiorno

DiGiorno advertises their lines of frozen pizza year round while spiking the amount of ads 
periodically throughout the year. They spend more in months they want to drive up pizza sales 
with the largest amounts being spent in March, April, May, and then December.
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Competitive Analysis: Red Baron

Red Baron

Red Baron has decided to concentrate the large majority 
of their advertising budget on consumer magazines with 
a total of $364,600 spent on advertising in 2008. They 
spent $352,900 of their total budget on consumer 
magazines alone. This is an interesting approach along 
the same lines as Tombstone’s strategy, but with more 
money being spent on magazines their presence is 
fafar-reaching. $10,800 was spent on Spot TV and a very 
small portion of $900 spent on internet advertising.

Red Baron is a national frozen pizza company started in 1976, currently based in Marshall, 
Minnesota. They focus on a thin, crispy crust with real cheese to create the perfect base for their 
many pizza varieties including Thin and Crispy, Brick Oven, Deep Dish, and French Bread pizzas, 
also offering single servings as well. They have a strong social media presence and a moderate 
advertising budget that concentrates their messages on TV and magazines.
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Competitive Analysis: Red Baron

Red Baron took an interesting approach to the timing of their advertising as they spend very small 
amounts throughout the year and concentrate a very large portion of their budget in January 
specifically. They chose to spend nothing in February, March, and April while spending below 
$1,000 in every other month of the year except January, where they spent $352,900.
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Competitive Analysis: Tombstone

Tombstone

Tombstone’s media spending is notably less than that of Digiorno, and 
they concentrate a majority of their spending on consumer magazines as 
opposed to TV. They spent a total of $1,985,800 on advertising across all 
platforms in 2008. Surprisingly, they decided to spend a majority of their 
budget on magazines with $849,400 spent on Consumer Magazines, and 
$245,600 spent on SUN Mag. This is an interesting strategy that seems to 
be paying off as many other pizza brands seem to concentrate their 
spending onspending on TV. Tombstone did however spend $890,800 on spot TV 
while ignoring cable and network TV completely.

Tombstone is a nationally distributed frozen pizza brand currently owned by Nestle. It began its 
days in “The Tombstone Tap,” a bar previously located in Medford, Wisconsin. Today, they are a 
main competitor of large frozen pizza brands like DiGiorno and Kashi. They offer 12 different 
flavors and several crust varieties including classic pepperoni, half-and-half, and garlic bread crust. 
While their products are available nationwide, their advertising and social media presence is 
minimal compared to other large frozen pizza brands.
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Competitive Analysis: Tombstone

Tombstone chose not to advertise year-round, but instead spent their advertising budget mainly in 
Winter and Spring. A majority of their spending took place in March, April, and May with a notably 
lesser amount spent in February and June as well as September. The most they spent was 
$597,300 in April and $551,300 in May demonstrating their concentration on the Spring months 
for advertising.
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Competitive Analysis

Share of Voice

Share of Market
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Competitive Analysis

Share of Market Sales
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Competitive Analysis

SWOT Analysis
-Kashi name has high brand awareness
-Health-conscious customers
-Owned by Kellogg’s
-Kashi already has a strong following of          
health-conscious people
 -Kashi users a -Kashi users are loyal to the brand, and may be more 
likely to try Kashi pizza
-Kashi’s frozen pizza is the most “natural” of all its 
competitors and has the potential to be considered the 
first “healthy pizza.”

-Very low pizza brand awareness
-Kashi's products are more expensive than their competitors’ 
products
-Kashi's “organic” taste turns many potential consumers away 
from Kashi products
-Kashi has a smaller ad budget than many of its competitors

-Consumers are more health conscious in recent years
-Professional women have a large discretionary income
-Campers, hikers, and women are interested in all-natural, 
known ingredients in their activities as well as their food
-Independent, adventurous women are inherently more 
willing to try “something new.”

-Cheaper, more widespread food delivery services
-Preparing their own food from natural ingredients may 
be more appealing to active women than buying 
prepared food with “natural ingredients.”
-Current trend suggesting women prefer more 
low-calorie foods
-Consumer distrust in quality of f-Consumer distrust in quality of frozen pizza
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Objectives
Target Audience & Media Mix

Reach, Frequency & GRPs

Scheduling & Timing

Budget
To implement our media plan based on a budget of $6,900,000. 

We want to create a campaign that will connect our brand to our target audience. Our 
promotional events will be launched during designated months of the year in the appropriate 
DMAs. We are going to use traditional media channels to advertise our campaign throughout the 
year utilizing television, internet, print and social media. 

To launch a campaign that will achieve a reach of 70  a frequency of 4.9 and 343 GRP’s during 
the peaks of the pulsing campaign.

In order to gain brand loyalty among working women 18-34, who are just beginning their careers, 
but still have a decent income we need to strategically uncover what platforms to use in order to 
reach this audience. We want to grow our frozen pizza sales by 15% to $40 million dollars by the 
end of next year. This will include magazines, television, radio and the ever growing online 
opportunities.
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The Big Idea

“Taste without Waist”
Kashi wants to make it possible to eat pizza without 

compromising health and natural ingredients in the process. 
Through Kashi’s established brand name, we want to position 
their frozen pizza as an alternative to traditional, unhealthy frozen 

pizza that currently floods the category.
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Target Audience & Media Mix
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Target Audience & Media Mix: TV

Television Strategy
Television advertisements are very costly and have a long lead time. In order to include television 
as part of our media, without having to spend so much on advertising, we would use TV purely 
for product placement and product integration. We recognize that product placement and 
integration still warrants a cost on our part, but it will be a lower cost than if we decided to utilize 
:30 second commercial. Based on the connection of our target market and the people who are 
Kashi loyal, we have narrowed down our television show selection. Many of the shows that 
correlate with our market are on The CW, which means that most of our target market who eats 
Kashi watchesKashi watches TV on the CW. We want to include our product on the following shows: Americas 
Next Top Model, Gossip Girl, One Tree Hill, American Dad and Community. These shows are 
relevant and reach our target market. To execute this strategy we would have the Kashi frozen 
pizza product be either integrated into the plot on a specific show or subtly placed in the 
background as part of the placement aspect.
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Target Audience & Media Mix: TV

America’s Next Top Model 
(CW Mondays & Fridays 9:00 PM EST) Index number 255
AmericaAmerica’s Next Top Model is a reality television series and interactive competition. The 
show is extremely popular, especially with the 18-49 age group, and has been airing for 12 
years. Last season, there was an average of 1.06 million viewers per episode. Airing 
advertisements during this television show will reach a large and diverse audience based 
on our target age demographic. 
 
Gossip Girl 
(Syndicated(Syndicated: Style Network weeknights)  Index numebr is 289
Gossip Girl is an American teen drama television series. This television program has an 
average of 1.8 million viewers per episode. Females ages 18 to 49 are huge fanatics of 
Gossip Girl.
 
One Tree Hill 
(Syndicated: Soapnet) Index number is 298
OOne Tree Hill is a very popular American television drama series, especially with our target 
age range. This program has an average of 3.1 viewers per episode women ages 18-45 
making up 86% of these views, which is why it would be a perfect program to air 
commercials on.
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Target Audience & Media Mix: TV

American Dad
(9:30 ET Monday nights on Fox) Index number is 161
FFox is a popular network among our target audience. 
American Dad is an American adult  animated sitcom, 
running for 10 seasons as of April, 2015. It is successful 
because is appealing to many ages, whether that be older 
or younger. Take a Hike! will reach  much of their target 
through advertising in American Dad. 

 
ComCommunity 
(NBC at 8:00 PM EST) Index number is 148
ComCommunity is an American television sitcom which utilizes 
meta humor, as well as pop culture references. It has a 
rating of 3.7. While this show caters to both men and 
women, women making up 52% of the audience, ages 
18-49 years old.  Community is a great opportunity for 
Kashi to advertise to their target demographic.
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Target Audience & Media Mix: TV

TV Media Buy
Due to the high cost of TV commercials, we want to instead utilize product integration and 
placement. We recognize these costs are still high but they are not as high as a :30 second 
commercial. When products are inserted into storylines, they can be more effective than 

traditional ads. They’re better at grabbing attention. They can be more cost efficient. They can’t 
be muted or skipped over the way typical ads can be.
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Target Audience & Media Mix: Mag.

Magazine Strategy
Magazines are a convenient way to reach our desired target market. Magazines provide upscale, 
niche audiences which is something newspapers and other media platforms lack. Magazines also 
provide the opportunity for creative endeavors. There is a long shelf life for magazines, 
positioning our ads to be exposed for a longer period of time. Our primary target audience 
(women 18-34) are avid magazine readers, which makes our magazine selection more prominent. 
We decided to utilize a fashion magazine, a fitness magazine, a food magazine and a baby 
magazine in our magazine strategy. Our target audience correlates to these types of magazines. 
We hWe have decided to use the following magazines: Glamour, Baby Talk, Everyday Food, Shape.

American Baby
Circulation: 2,004,648

American Baby magazine is a magazine published eleven times a 
year for Moms all around the country. American Baby is dedicated 
to young moms, offering them with an easy how-to and friendly 
support, on a mom to mom basis. This magazine serves as an 
informational source so moms can share real world lessons and 
inspiring stories among each other. American Baby readers are 87 
% women and 89% of readers fall  within the age range of 18-49, 
which fits our target marwhich fits our target market almost exactly. Index- 298 a more 
reliable sampling. 
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Target Audience & Media Mix: Mag.

Magazines cont.

Glamour
Circulation: 2,300,845

Everyday Food
Circulation: 1,058,521

Glamour is a women’s magazine circulated in the US, as well as the 
UK, France, Germany, Spain, Russia, etc. This magazines gives many 
fashion tips and keeps readers informed on the latest trends in fashion 
and beauty. Glamours readers are 90% women,  ages ranging from 
18-49, fitting out target market almost exactly. Index 279.

Everyday Food is a magazine from the test kitchens of Martha Stewart 
providing readers with easy and quick recipes for supermarket shoppers 
and the everyday cook. The demographic of Everyday Food includes 86% 
women ages ranging from 25-49, reaching the older portion of our target 
market. Index 167.

Shape Magazine (cir. 1,607,273) is a magazine dedicated to looking and 
feeling confident, healthy and beautiful. Shape is the #1 active lifestyle 
brand for women and leads the category in circulation, ad pages and 
global editions. This magazine reaches women who are active and 
healthy, which fits the needs of our target audience. Index 241.
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Target Audience & Media Mix: Mag.

Magazine Media Buy
We plan to designate a large portion of our budget to a 
variety of  Women’s Magazines amounting to $3,804,600 
throughout our year-long campaign. Our advertisements 
will be placed in strategic months going along with our 
event promotions. These advertisements will run at the 
start of our campaign in November, then in July, August, 
September, and October. We decided to buy full-page, 4 
Color ads in our Color ads in our four magazines. These magazines were 
chosen based on their high index numbers for our target 
audience and will help to enhance our advertising mes-

sage with their readers. 
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Target Audience & Media Mix: Internet

Internet Strategy
Since our target market consists of tech savvy young adults, it is important that we utilize the Internet 
to cater to their growing online behaviors. We realize that our target uses a combination of television, 
magazines, the Internet, and social media outlets. Although they do favor certain devices for specific 
reasons, the boundaries have blended significantly over the last few years and many millennials will 
utilize their technology constantly. Rather than relying solely on traditional media or new media, we 
believe that is it is important for Kashi to communicates to their target through a combination of 
both traditional and nboth traditional and newer media. Our Internet budget will total $672,000 as 9.3% of the overall 
budget. We will be using the following internet mediums: Hulu, Pandora and Huffington Post, which is 
the most popular online blog with 110,000,000 in circulation.

Hulu is a great place to watch a lot of the TV shows and content that our 
primary audience views. Ads have to be seen regardless of if you are a 
paying subscriber of Hulu+ or using Hulu for free, so its is a good way to 
guarantee our ads will be seen.
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Target Audience & Media Mix: Internet

Internet
Pandora is a free music-streaming site that 
occasionally plays ads during streaming. The ad 
shows a skin (a picture that pops up over the player) 
and plays audio so they will hear/see our 
advertisement whether they are actively in the 
program or just using it to stream music elsewhere. 

YouTube is the go-to place to watch short video clips online. They show ads before most videos that 
any user watches. YouTube also allows you to target your ads to play before videos that relate to 
your product, so it would be easier to reach our target audience.

Huffington Post is a blog site that features columns on a variety of 
topics like entertainment, politics, health, etc. Using Huffington Post is 
a good way to reach our target audience who enjoys keeping up on 
current events , as well as reading and the Healthy Living section of 
the site. Most users of this site are women (76%), ages ranging from 
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Target Audience & Media Mix: Internet

Internet Media Buy
We plan to purchase a total of $763,500 of digital media 
that will generate 59 GRP’s over National Digital and 44 
GRP’s over Spot Digital throughout our campaign. We 
purchased 2,388(000) impressions over Spot Digital in 
November along with 5,970(000) impressions on Nation-
al Digital. In the months of July, September, and October 
we are purchasing the same amount of National Digital 
with no Spot hewith no Spot heavy-up, and in August, we plan to pur-
chase 11,940(000) impressions over National Digital. 
These purchases are to ensure our brand’s message is 
heard over the digital medium to spread awareness of 
our special promotions. We have heavy-up in August to 
spread awareness for our National Yoga Month promo-
tion in September with the hashtag #Kashi4thePeople
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Target Audience & Media Mix: Radio

Radio Strategy
National and spot radio advertisements will be placed in the DMA’s that reflect most with Kashi. In 
terms of spot advertisements, Split Screen Media will implement these ads in New York City, Los An-
geles, Chicago, and Atlanta. These large cities will  give Kashi frozen pizza the exposure it needs to 
increase pizza sales by 15%. These ads will be placed on evening drive due to the high index numbers 
among our target audience (120) in this medium.  Popular New York City stations include but are not 
limited to 92.3 AMP, WKTV-FM 103.5, WLTM-FM, as well as WCBS-FM 99.9. Among Los Angeles, well 
known radio stations include 102.7 KIIS-FM, 88.9KXLV, 97.1 AMP, and  KPWR-FM 105.9. Chicago’s 
radio stations listened to most often aradio stations listened to most often are 103.5 WKSC-FM, 88.1 WCRX, 93.5 KDAY, and Indie 103.1. 
Atlanta popular radio stations include 88.5 WRAS WREK Radio station 8, Kiss 104.1, and 97.1 FM the 
River.  

We intend to purchase :30 second radio spots over Network Radio during 
the Evening Drive daypart in the months of July, August, September, Octo-
ber, and November. This will generate a total of 730 GRP’s and cost 
$1,931,600 for the year. We also plan to utilize Spot Radio for heavy-up 
during the key months of November, July, and September. This buy will gen-
erate a total of 210 GRP’s and cost $522,700 for the campaign. 

Radio Media Buy
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Objectives

Geography
Our Kashi campaign will run nationally with spot heavy up in 5 key markets. The top 5 markets 
were determined based on the CDI and BDI in each DMA. In order to create a campaign that 
targets our audience effectively, we would advertise in these specific cities: Ohio, Nebraska, West 
Virginia, Iowa and Montana. These cities held high CDI index numbers within our target audience 
for frozen pizza consumers. This means they ranked high in terms of frozen pizza consumption 
but not necessarily Kashi. We want to advertise heavily in these areas to convert these frozen 
pizza buyers to Kashi frozen pizza consumers. We also want to focus on Indiana, Montana, 
HaHawaii, California and Texas, because these places have the highest Kashi brand sales. With this 
information we can hone in on these developing markets and try to raise awareness of Kashi 
frozen pizza in those specific markets.

In addition to these We also want to focus on major cities like New York, Los Angeles, Atlanta, and 
Chicago because they have relatively high BDIs. 

New York:       CDI 75      BDI 110
Los Angeles:  CDI 91      BDI 111
Chicago:        CDI 91      BDI 99
  Atlanta:          CDI 96      BDI 103 
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Sales Promotion
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Sales Promotion
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Sales Promotion
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Media Budget

Strategy: The following budget does not include the 
cost of earned or owned media such as product place-
ment and integreation in the overall campaign. 

Objective: To implement a successful campaign on a $6.9 mil-
lion media budget

Budget Rationale: Although Kashi is still a growing company, 
we feel that this media budget will effectively enhance Kashi’s 
brand recognition and ultimately their sales. We are confident 
that with this budget, our brand will be able to enhance their 
sales by at least 15% with a large portion coming from our 
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Scheduling and Timing
Objectives: Split Screen Media wants to increase brand awareness. 
We will do this by emphasizing our spot markets the summer and 
fall months, which is surrounding our promotional events. 

Schedule Rationale: Our campaign starts in November 2015, mark-
ing National Pizza Day. We chose to only advertise our traditional 
media (radio and magazines) during the months surrounding our 
promotional events in order to maximize awareness. We are adver-
tising through non traditional media for the whole year in order to 
reach as much of our target audience as possible.  



Creative Strategy
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Creative Brief

Background- 
Kashi is an innovative and health conscious brand aimed at promoting the idea that real food will do more than just fill 
you up, but satisfy your taste buds in a healthy way. Kashi wants to teach people to live a more natural lifestyle, 
preaching the importance of whole grain ingredients. Kashi Frozen Pizza is a delicious alternative to other frozen 

pizza brands. With this campaign, we want to increase pizza sales by 15%. 

Target Audience- 
Our primaOur primary target audience encompasses females 18-34. These women are young and ready to tackle life. Many of 
these females are in college, just out of college, or kickstarting  their careers. These women are active and lead a 
healthy lifestyle. Our secondary audience is women 45-54 years old. These women are established in their careers 

and also life healthy lifestyles. We want to position Kashi as the brand these women can be loyal to. 

Tone and Image- 
Kashi is an all-natural health-conscious brand Kashi is an all-natural health-conscious brand focused on providing its customers with the best ingredients to make 
them feel good about what they’re eating. The tone of the campaign will reflect Kashi’s upbeat attitude and emphasis 

on exercise and its natural feel.

Important Messages- 
 We want our target market to benefit from eating Kashi frozen pizza. Our pizza is loaded with grains and nutrition 
compared to other leading brand frozen pizzas. We want our consumer to feel good about making this purchasing 
decision and knowing they can enjoy all the taste of a delicious frozen pizza without all the excess calories and fat. 

DeliDeliverables/Media Mix- 
Television :30 second commercials during 5 different shows. 

Magazines- Full page ads in 4 womens magazines 



References
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Sean has been with Split Screen Media for 3 years now. 
Being mostly involved with the creative department, his daily 
goal is to imagine captivating media ideas that benefit both 
consumers and the many clients of Split Screen. In his free 
time, he enjoy all things technology and the occasional ski 

session during the winter. 

Corey Torres

Sean Carney

Corey has been a member of Split Screen Media for a few years now. 
Corey enjoys the writing and research side of media planning as well as 
using some creativity. She makes sure that the target audience is being 
reached with every product, in the most efficient way possible. When 
not working she enjoys playing guitar, taking walks, and listening to 

music.

Trevor is a founding member of Split Screen Media and 
has been a valuable team asset since the company’s 
inception. He does work in both the creative and 
research departments making sure every project is 
innovative and unique with the data to back it up. He 
hopes to continue working in media planning in the 
future, or perhaps break into the advertising industry 
as a copywriter. Some of his hobbies include, as a copywriter. Some of his hobbies include, 

snowboarding, playing the guitar, and going on hikes.

Trevor LaRose

Meet The Team


